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Smart, Simple, 

Scalable. Everywhere. 

Cybercriminals are continuously launching 

new attacks against organizations across 

the globe.

Too often countering the threat of malware is 

reactive and limited to single point-in-time analysis. 

These analyses can become irrelevant as the 

adversary adapts and recalibrates to circumvent 

protection measures and avoid detection. Internal 

visibility is no longer enough to stay a step ahead 

of the adversary. Continuous monitoring and 

coverage of the adversary, their turf and their tools 

are a necessity. Without this external visibility, 

organizations are ill-equipped to deploy a proactive 

and intelligence led cyber security strategy.

Benefits

 ٛ Better protect your network from threat 

actors and malware activity.

 ٛ Intel 471 Malware Intelligence automatically 

updated in ThreatBlockr platform ensuring 

protection is always current.

 ٛ Easy and fast deployment via ThreatBlockr 

Cyber Intelligence Marketplace.

Intel 471 Malware Intelligence

Intel 471’s unparalleled global intelligence capability 

consists of automated collection systems and 

human intelligence teams that sit across 14 countries 

to provide near real-time coverage of threat actors 

and malware activity.

Intel 471’s Malware Feed consists of Malware IP 

Indicators possessing high confidence, timely and 
rich context curated from Intel 471’s industry leading 

access in the cybercriminal underground. Types of 

malware covered are banking trojans, infostealers, 

loaders, spambots, and ransomware.

About Intel 471

Intel 471 is the premier provider of cybercrime 

intelligence for leading intelligence, security, and 

fraud teams. Our adversary intelligence is focused on 

infiltrating and maintaining access to closed sources 
where threat actors collaborate, communicate, 

and plan cyber-attacks. Our malware intelligence 

leverages our adversary intelligence and underground 

capabilities to provide timely data and context on 

malware and adversary infrastructure. Our pedigree 

is unmatched - built on experience from operating in 

the intelligence services, military, law-enforcement 

and private companies across the globe.
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